Base lung sound in diffuse interstitial pneumonia analyzed by linear and nonlinear techniques.
Abnormal lung sounds in diffuse interstitial pneumonia have been characterized by the presence of crackles. However, few attempts have tried to analyze the sound where crackles are immersed. In this work base lung sounds (BLS) were analyzed by linear and nonlinear techniques to find possible differences between normal subjects and patients with diffuse interstitial pneumonia. In both groups, segments of lung sounds (crackles absent) and segments of BLS (lung sound in between crackles) were analyzed from acquired lung sounds from four points at the posterior chest, two apical and two basal. In this study, 8 healthy subjects and 8 patients participated and BLS were analyzed by spectral percentiles and sample entropy. Although spectral percentiles and sample entropy (SampEn) tended to be lower in the group of patients, statistical differences (p0.05) between normal subjects and patients were found in BLS at the left hemithorax at basal and apical regions, while at the right hemithorax significant differences were found only at the basal region using the nonlinear technique. We conclude that in respect to normal subjects, BLS of patients with diffuse interstitial pneumonia present differences as assessed by SampEn, so that BLS by itself provides useful information. Moreover, it seems that nonlinear technique did a better discrimination of abnormal BLS than spectral percentile parameters.